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11  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN  
 
 
11..11  SSCCOOPPEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSTTUUDDYY  
 
The first use of natural fibres in composite systems was some 3000 years ago in the ancient 
Egypt, where straw and clay were used together to build walls. In the past decade an 
enormous interest in the development of new composite materials with natural fibres has been 
shown by important industries such as the automotive, construction or packaging industry.  
Compared to inorganic fibres, natural fibres present some advantages such as lower density 
and lower price, they are less abrasive to the processing equipment, harmless, biodegradable, 
renewable, and their mechanical properties can be comparable to those of inorganic fibers.1-6 
All these properties have made natural fibres very attractive for industries like the automotive 
industry, that search a product with mechanical properties comparable with glass fibre 
reinforced thermoplastics, but lighter and harmless to workers.  
 
Many studies have been developed based on composites containing lignocellulosic fibres 
from the forest and paper industry such as cellulose, wood fibre, wood dust and so on; others 
have been based on agricultural fibres such as kenaf, sisal, hemp, coir, rice husk, etc.7-13 
Moreover, the possibility of using residual and recycled materials for the development of 
composites is very attractive considering the large quantity of plastic waste produced every 
day and the advantages for industries like for example the paper industry finding an 
application to their waste or residual materials.14-16 
 
However, the main disadvantage in natural fibres/plastic composites is the poor compatibility 
between the hydrophobic polymeric matrix and the hydrophilic fibres. This leads to the 
formation of a weak interface, which results in poor mechanical properties. Thus, in order to 
improve the wettability of the fibres onto the matrix, a third component, the so-called 
compatibiliser, has to be used or the fibres have to be surface modified prior to the preparation 
of the composites.1,11,17 
 
Other important disadvantages of this type of composites are the high sensitivity of natural 
fibres towards water and the relatively poor thermal stability. Water absorption on composites 
is an issue to consider since the water absorbed by the fibres in the composite can lead to 
swelling and dimensional instability and to a dramatic loss of mechanical properties due to the 
degradation of the fibres and the interface fibre-matrix.12,18-23 During the processing of 
composites, cellulosic fibres are subjected both to high temperatures and to mechanical 
stresses leading to their thermal and mechanical degradation,24 which may influence the 
properties of the final composite.25,26 Moreover, the thermal degradation products are believed 
to be responsible for odours appearing during the processing and that remain in the final 
composite, decreasing its market value.27 
 
This work is divided in five different parts: 
 
- The first part deals with the improvement of the compatibility between fibre and matrix on 
residual cellulose/recycled polypropylene composites. A series of methods of 
compatibilisation and modification of the fibres were performed and compared.28 The 
objective was to find the most suitable method for industrial up-scaling, based on obtained 
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mechanical properties. Moreover, the advantages of using residual materials will be 
discussed. 
 
- The second part consists of the comparison of the mechanical properties of different natural 
cellulosic fibres and polypropylenes for the preparation of composites. The influence of the 
type of matrix, type of fibre and amount of fibre on the mechanical properties was analysed.29  
 
- The third part evaluates the water absorption behaviour of natural fibres/polypropylene 
composites and presents the influence of water absorption on the mechanical characteristics. 
Kinetic studies of the water absorption process are presented and discussed.30 Low molecular 
weight compounds produced by degradation of cellulose fibres were identified by GC-MS. 
These compounds are responsible for the apparition of odours in the final composite 
material.31 
 
- The fourth part consists of the development of a new method in order to reduce the size of 
pulp fibres into cellulose microfibrils and study the influence of this microfibrillar structure 
on the mechanical and physical properties. 
 
- The fifth part contains the development of hybrid composites consisting in a 
clay/polypropylene nanocomposite as a matrix and pulp fibres. The mechanical characteristics 
were determined and the influence of the pulp fibres in the structure of the nanocomposite 
was studied.32 
  
 
11..22  NNAATTUURRAALL  FFIIBBRREESS..  SSTTRRUUCCTTUURREE  AANNDD  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTIIOONN  
 
Natural fibres are mostly constituted of cellulose, a biopolymer of the plant sugar glucose. 
Other constituents are also present in natural fibres such as hemicelluloses, lignin and waxes. 
 
11..22..11  CCeelllluulloossee  
 
Cellulose is an isotactic β-1,4-polyacetal of cellobiose (4-O-β-D-glucopyranosyl-D-glucose). 
The actual base unit, the cellobiose, consists of two molecules of glucose. 
 

 
 
Figure 1.1 Molecular structure of cellulose  
 
 
The cellobiose polymer chains are ordered in three-dimensional levels, which give the 
supramolecular structure of cellulose. The linear polymeric chains (one dimension) form 
sheets that are held together with hydrogen bonds (second dimension). Then, these sheets are 
connected by Van der Waals bonds generating microfibril crystalline structures (third 
dimension). The final structure of cellulose consists on crystalline and amorphous regions. 
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The mechanical properties of cellulose depend on the proportion of each region and the spiral 
angle of microfibrils33. 
 
 
11..22..22  HHeemmiicceelllluulloosseess  
 
Hemicelluloses are polysaccharides and differ from cellulose in that they consist of several 
sugar moieties, are mostly branched, and have lower molecular mass with a degree of 
polymerization (DP) of 50 – 200. The two main types of hemicelluloses are xylans and 
glucomannans.  
 
In hardwoods, the most abundant hemicelluloses are O-acetyl-(4-O-methylglucurono)xylan 
and glucomannan. In softwoods, arabino-(4-O-glucurono)xylan and (galacto)glucomannan are 
the most abundant hemicelluloses. A representative structural formula for softwood 
galactoglucomannan is represented in Figure 1.2 
 

. 
Figure 1.2 Structure of softwood galactoglucomannan 
 
 
11..22..33  LLiiggnniinn  
 
The name lignin is derived from the Latin word lignum meaning wood. After cellulose, lignin 
is the most abundant natural organic polymer. Its content is higher in softwoods (27–33 %) 
than in hardwoods (18–25 %) and grasses (17–24 %).    
 
Lignin is a randomly branched polyphenol, made up of phenyl propane (C9) units and it is the 
most complex polymer among naturally occurring high-molecular-weight materials.33 Due to 
its lipophilic character, lignin decreases the permeation of water across the cell walls, which 
consist of cellulose fibres and amorphous hemicelluloses, thus enabling the transport of 
aqueous solutions of nutrients and metabolites in the conducting xylem tissue. Secondly, 
lignin imparts rigidity to the cell walls and, in woody parts, together with hemicelluloses, 
functions as a binder between the cells generating a composite structure with outstanding 
strength and elasticity. Finally, lignified materials effectively resist attacks by micro 
organisms by impeding penetration of destructive enzymes into the cell walls. When 
incorporated in a plastic, lignin, due to its phenolic base structure, could improve the 
mechanical properties.34 
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Figure 1.3 Lignin structure proposed by Brunow.35 
 
11..22..44  SSttrruuccttuurree  ooff  nnaattuurraall  ffiibbrreess  
 
The supramolecular structure or texture of cellulose is based on the elementary fibril. The 
elementary fibril is a strand of elementary crystals linked together by segments of long 
cellulose molecules 
 

 
 
Figure 1.4 Positioning of the cellulose fibrils in wood (left) and cotton fibres (right).  
Wood fibres: M) Middle lamella (lignin and hemicelluloses); P) Primary wall (fibril position 
unarranged); S1) Secondary wall I (two or more fibrillar layers crossing one another and 
positioned spirally along the fibre axis); S2) Secondary wall II (fibrils wound spirally around 
the fibre axis); S3) Secondary wall III (fibrils tightly interlaced). Cotton fibres: P) Primary 
wall (interlaced fibrils); S) Secondary wall (fibrils wound spirally around the fibre axis; in 
distinct distances along the fibre axis the spiral reverses direction). 
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11..22..55  CCllaassssiiffiiccaattiioonn  ooff  nnaattuurraall  ffiibbrreess  
 
Natural fibres can be classified according to which part of the plant they are obtained from: 
 

 
Figure 1.5 Classification of natural fibres 
 
 
In the present work, four different types of fibres were used for the preparation of composites: 
cellulose fibres from pulp, coir fibres, sisal fibres and Luffa sponge fibres. 
 
Pulp fibres are produced in the pulping process of wood for the paper industry. Pulp fibres 
can have different characteristics depending on which type of wood they are obtained from. 
Pulp fibres can be produced from hardwoods, as for example Eucalyptus or birch; from 
softwoods, as spruce or pine; or from a mixture of several types of wood. The fibres 
recollected from the walls and floors of the factory during production constitute a residue for 
the paper industry, so finding a further application also for these fibres, as for example in 
composites, represents a great advantage for the paper producers. 
 
Coir is the stiff fibre taken from the husk of a coconut, which happens to be an unassuming 
and versatile product. The main products of coir are mats and matting, brushes, needled felt 
for insulation, stitched erosion control blankets and rubberised coir. Since the 90´s, coir pith is 
used globally as a soil amendment. Major coir producing countries are India, Sri Lanka and 
Thailand. Other producing countries with a potential to expand exports are the Philippines, 
Vietnam and several South American and African countries.36 
 
Sisal is the fibre taken from the leaf of the sisal plant (Agave sisalana, Perrine) and belongs to 
the denominated hard or cordage fibres, because they are used principally to make rope. 
These fibres are stiff, strong and rough textured. Sisal has many industrial uses and is strongly 
competitive with synthetic fibres. Traditionally knotted from the rough hard fibres are such 
items as sandals, foot mats, rugs and twine. A more modern application of sisal fibres is as 
geotextiles, which are textiles (fabrics) used in or near the ground to enhance the ground's 
characteristics. The major producers of sisal fibres are Brazil, China and African Countries 
like Kenya, Tanzania and Madagascar.36 

                                                                     
                                                                    Plant fibres 
                                                                      Cellulosic fibres 
 
 
 
  Bast fibres                 Leaf fibres                  Seed fibres                 Fruit fibres            Wood fibres 
 
 
- flax                         - agaves, e.g.            - cotton                      - coir                - e.g. pinewood   
- hemp                         sisal                       - kapok   
- jute                         - banana   
- kenaf 
- rami 
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Luffa sponges are the fibrous interiors of the fruits of the luffa sponge gourd plant (Luffa 
aegyptiaca Mill.). The mature, dry fruit consists of a hard shell surrounding a stiff, dense 
network of cellulose fibres, adapted for support and dispersal of hundreds of flat, smooth 
black seeds. Luffa sponge products are used mainly on personal hygiene products but also to 
make household cleaning products for scrubbing pots, pans, barbecue grills, tires, and many 
other surfaces that are not harmed by the abrasive fibres. The tough fibres can also be 
processed into industrial products such as filters, insulation, and packing materials. Luffa 
sponges are produced mainly from countries including China, El Salvador, Korea, Taiwan, 
Guatemala, Columbia, and Venezuela.36 
 
 
11..33  NNAATTUURRAALL  FFIIBBRREESS//PPOOLLYYPPRROOPPYYLLEENNEE  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTEESS  
 
11..33..11  FFiibbrree//mmaattrriixx  ccoommppaattiibbiilliittyy  aanndd  iinntteerraaccttiioonn..  
 
The interface between fibre and matrix influences the mechanical properties of reinforced 
composites. The hydrophilic nature of natural fibres due to the existence of many hydroxyl 
groups in cellulose is a major problem for their use in composites, because it results in low 
compatibility with the hydrophobic nature of the polyolefin matrix. Low adhesion between 
both layers causes a considerable decrease in the mechanical behaviour of the material, as the 
interface becomes a weak point in the material. Consequently, good surface properties are 
required to obtain composites with high performance.37-41  
 
Chemical modification of natural fibres involves various chemical treatments in order to 
reduce the content of hydroxyl groups or introduce cross-linking between the filler fibres and 
the polymeric matrix. Basically, they are based on the introduction of a third material 
(coupling agent) with intermediate properties to bring compatibility between the polar fibres 
and the non-polar matrix. 
 
1.3.1.1 Graft copolymerisation 
 
Graft copolymerisation is a chemical coupling method in which the compatibilisation is 
improved by the introduction of polypropylene grafted with maleic anhydride (PPgMA), 
which forms a bridge of chemical bonds between the fibres and the matrix.42 Also, the 
composites obtained with this method show lower moisture absorption, higher mechanical 
properties and good adhesion between the two phases. The mechanism of reaction can be 
divided into two steps:1 
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(a) activation of the copolymer by heating (t = 170oC) 
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(b) esterification of cellulose 
 
Figure 1.6 Mechanism of the graft – copolymerisation process 
 
 
 
1.3.1.2 Surface modification with organosilanes 
 
Other coupling agents used to improve the bonding between the thermoplastic polymer matrix 
and natural fibres are polyisocyanates, triazines and organosilanes. The basic formula of 
silanes coupling agents consists in an organofunctional group in one side of the chain and an 
alkoxy group in the other. The organofunctional group causes the reaction with the polymer 
while the alkoxy group undergoes hydrolysis, condensation and later esterification with the 
hydroxyl groups of the cellulose. 

 

R (CH2)n Si(OR´)3  
 
Figure 1.7 Structure of organosilanes coupling agents 
 
The general mechanism of how organosilanes form bonds with the fibre surface is as 
follows:43,44 
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Figure 1.8 Reaction of vinyltrimethoxysilane with cellulose fibres 
 

1.3.1.3 Acetylation 
 
Acetylation is a process in which the hydroxyl groups of hemicelluloses and lignin react with 
acetic anhydride, forming esters. The obtained hydrophobic nature of the fibres is more 
compatible with non-polar polymers used as matrix. 
 
 
Cellulose–OH  + CH3 – CO – O – CO – CH3           Cellulose– O – CO – CH3  +  CH3COOH 
 
Figure 1.9 Acetylation mechanism 
 
 
Acetylation involves four steps: immersion in acetic anhydride, draining, reaction in acetic 
acid, and removal of excess chemicals and by-products. As a whole, all these chemical 
treatments improve the adhesion and compatibility between the two phases of the composite. 
In addition to this, better performance is acquired such as lower moisture absorption, higher 
wettability and improved mechanical properties and dimensional stability.45 Also, these 
chemical treatments improve the thermal and thermo–oxidative stability of the composite 
materials, by increasing their oxidation temperature.46 
 
 
1.3.1.4 Surface modification with macroinitiators such as peroxide oligomers 
 
Peroxide oligomers are macro initiators that contain peroxide (-O-O-) groups and highly polar 
and reactive groups (anhydride, carboxylic, hydroxylic, and amino) groups situated 
statistically along the backbone chain. Thus, peroxide oligomers act as coupling agents which, 
on one hand, are attached to the filler surface owing to chemical interaction with surface 
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groups and, on the other hand, form chemical bonds with the matrix macromolecules with the 
aid of the peroxide group.47,48 
 
 
 
11..33..22  MMeecchhaanniiccaall  pprrooppeerrttiieess  ooff  nnaattuurraall  ffiibbrreess//ppoollyypprrooppyylleennee  ccoommppoossiitteess  
 
The tensile properties of natural fibre reinforced plastics depend on several parameters such as 
the fibre length, loading and orientation, type and chemical composition of the fibre and also 
the degree of adhesion between fibre and matrix.49,50 Therefore, a correct chemical treatment 
and a correct choice of fibre can provide composite materials with excellent tensile behaviour, 
similar to other polymeric composites filled with glass fibre or carbon fibre. 
 
Fatigue behaviour is highly influenced by variables such as type of fibre, textile architecture, 
fibre – matrix adhesion, fibre mechanical properties and amount of fibers.51 In this way, 
woven and untreated composites showed worse fatigue behaviour compared to unidirectional 
and chemically treated ones.52 
 
Regarding the impact behaviour, it can be stated that high impact strength is related with 
increasing fibre content and smaller fibre length.53  
 
The addition of small amounts of cellulose fibres to a thermoplastic matrix, results in an 
increase of the crystallization temperature (Tc), a decrease in the heat of fusion (∆Hf) and a 
higher percentage of crystallinity (Xc) compared with the unfilled polymer.54-56 This behaviour 
can be explained by the influence of the fibre surfaces on the nucleation of the polymer 
matrix.57-59 
 
The addition of short fibres of cellulose results in a remarkable increase of the stiffness.56 
Also, the incorporation of natural fibres induces reinforcement effects, which increase the 
heat-form and thermal-mechanical stability of the material at high temperatures. In 
conclusion, the viscoelastic properties of the polymers are considerably affected by adding the 
natural fibres, but this effect depends on the composition and individual component properties 
of the composites.60,61  
 
11..44  WWAATTEERR  AABBSSOORRPPTTIIOONN  OONN  NNAATTUURRAALL  FFIIBBRREESS//PPOOLLYYPPRROOPPYYLLEENNEE  
CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTEESS  
 
Moisture penetration into composite materials is conducted by three different mechanisms. 
The main process consists of diffusion of water molecules inside the microgaps between 
polymer chains. The other common mechanisms are capillary transport into the gaps and 
flaws at the interfaces between fibres and polymer, because of incomplete wettability and 
impregnation; and transport by microcracks in the matrix, formed during the compounding 
process.18,62 
 
In spite of the fact that all three mechanisms are active jointly in case of moisture exposure of 
the composite materials, the overall effect can be modelled conveniently considering only the 
diffusional mechanism. In general, diffusion behaviour in glassy polymers can be classified 
according to the relative mobility of the penetrant and of the polymer segments. According to 
this, there are three different categories of diffusion behaviour:62 
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Case I, or Fickian diffusion, in which the rate of diffusion is much less than that of the 
polymer segment mobility. The equilibrium inside the polymer is rapidly reached and it is 
maintained with independence of time. 
Case II (and Super Case II), in which penetrant mobility is much greater than other relaxation 
processes. This diffusion is characterised by the development of a boundary between the 
swollen outer part and the inner glassy core of the polymer. The boundary advances at a 
constant velocity and the core diminishes in size until an equilibrium penetrant concentration 
is reached in the whole polymer. 
Non-Fickian or anomalous diffusion occurs when the penetrant mobility and the polymer 
segment relaxation are comparable. It is, then, an intermediate behaviour between Case I and 
Case II diffusion. 
 
These three cases of diffusion can be distinguished theoretically by the shape of the sorption 
curve represented by: 
 

nt tk
M
M

⋅=
∞

 (Eq. 1) 

 
where Mt is the moisture content at time t; M∞ is the moisture content at the equilibrium; and k 
and n are constants.  
 
The value of coefficient n determines the different behaviour between cases; for Fickian 
diffusion it is n = ½, while for Case II n = 1 (and for Super Case II n >1). For anomalous 
diffusion, n shows an intermediate value (½  < n < 1). Moisture absorption in natural fibre 
reinforced plastics usually follows the Case I Fickian behaviour, so further attention will be 
focused on its study. 
 
In addition to diffusion, two other mechanisms are involved, as mentioned before. The 
capillarity mechanism involves the flow of water molecules into the interface between fibres 
and matrix. It is particularly important when the interfacial adhesion is weak and when the 
debonding of the fibres and the matrix has started. On the other hand, transport by 
microcracks includes the flow and storage of water in the cracks, pores or small channels in 
the composite structure. These imperfections can be originated during the processing of the 
material or due to environmental and service effects. 
 
 
11..55  EEMMIISSSSIIOONN  OOFF  OODDOOUURRSS  FFRROOMM  CCEELLLLUULLOOSSEE//PPOOLLYYPPRROOPPYYLLEENNEE  
CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTEESS  
 
One of the problems in combining natural fibres with a polymeric matrix is the poor thermal 
stability of many bio fibres, which results in degradation of the fibre at the common 
processing temperatures of the composites. This process leads to a darkening of the material 
and formation of low molecular weight compounds that are released producing undesirable 
odours.  The so called empyreuma odour is defined as the peculiar smell and taste arising 
from products of decomposition of animal or vegetable substances when burnt in close 
vessels.63 Moreover, the possible toxicity or noxiousness of these compounds is a cause of 
concern. 
 
Respect to the composite systems the odours appearing from the degradation can be either 
from the polymeric phase or from the bio fibre phase (e.g. cellulose). This leads to the 
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production of a complex mixture of compounds. The compounds that are more likely to 
produce odours and that can be produced from the degradation of the polymeric matrix are 
mainly carbonyl compounds such as aldehydes, ketones and carboxylic acids. During 
degradation of the lignocellulosic part, mainly formic acids, acetic acid and formaldehyde and 
a variety of acids and aldehydes are produced. Other compounds produced by the degradation 
of the polyolefin matrix can be alkanes or alkenes but these are considered as non-odorous 
and their usually high concentration can interfere with the identification of other compounds 
responsible for odours. A existing study has proved that the presence of lignin, wood and 
cellulose have a low influence on the PP decomposition at low temperatures, but when high 
temperatures are reached the production of charcoal accelerates and this interferes with the 
decomposition of PP.64 Dehydration reactions around 200°C are primarily responsible for 
pyrolysis of hemicelluloses and lignin and results in a high char yield. Although cellulose 
remains mostly unpyrolyzed, its thermal degradation can be accelerated in the presence of 
water, acids and oxygen. As the temperature increases, the degree of polymerization of 
cellulose decreases further, free radicals appear, and carbonyl, carboxyl and hydroperoxide 
groups are formed. 
 
Odour can be produced either by a single chemical compound or by a mixture of different 
compounds and it always depends on the threshold odour concentration (TOC) of each 
compound. For example, the TOC values of hydrocarbons are usually much higher than those 
of carbonyl compounds. 
 
Volatile organic compounds (VOC) are produced during processing of cellulose/PP 
composites due to the high temperatures of processing around 210°C. At this temperature, 
both the polyolefin matrix and the cellulose reinforcement undergo thermo-oxidative 
degradation. 
 
Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) has been widely used in polymer 
technology for the study of the degradation of polymers in different environments,65-67 the 
study of additives in polymers and their migration, and the quality assessment of recycled 
polyolefins68,69. Head space solid phase microextraction (HS-SPME) is a technique which has 
experienced a large increase in popularity during the past decades since its versatility and 
wide field of use.70-75 The advantages of HS-SPME are, among others, the fact that is a 
solvent-free and non-destructive technique, which allows a direct and rapid analysis. HS-
SPME has been used by different authors for analyzing odours from a naturally aged book,76 
odours from the emissions produced during the extrusion process of PE,77 odours from 
packaging materials, etc.78-80 However, the study of odorous volatile organic compounds is 
complicated and usually one or more analytical techniques, such as GC-MS or FID are 
combined with human sensory panels or electronic noses in order to detect and identified 
odorous compounds in a complex mixture of compounds.81-84 
 
 
11..66  EEFFFFEECCTTSS  OOFF  FFIIBBRREE  SSTTRRUUCCTTUURREE  OONN  MMEECCHHAANNIICCAALL  PPRROOPPEERRTTIIEESS  
 
The potential of cellulose as reinforcement is increased as the cellulose structure is reduced to 
microfibrils. Although the theoretical value of the axial Young’s modulus of the microfibrils 
varies from reference to reference, it is believed to be between 70-150 Gpa.1,85,86 In theory, if 
the structure could be further reduced to crystallites, the modulus would be expected to be 
around 250 GPa1, although it does not exist a technology to achieve this yet. Large tunicin 
cellulose whiskers extracted from sea animals have been successfully used as reinforcement 
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for polymer nanocomposites.87 This biologically produced crystalline microstructures are 
almost defect-free and have axial physical properties approaching those of perfect crystals. 
Other studies have been based in the use of bacterial cellulose (BC) produced by Acetobacter 
species, which present unique properties such as high mechanical strength and an extremely 
fine and pure fibre network.88 
 
Table 1.1 Relation structure-mechanical properties in cellulose fibres 
 

Component Structure Young’s modulus 
 
 
Wood 

 

 
 

10 GPa 

 
 
Single pulp fibre 

 

 
 

40 GPa 

 
 
Microfibrils 

 

 
 

70-150 GPa 

 
 
Crystallites 

 

 
 

250 GPa 

 
 
Microfibrillated cellulose is obtained through a mechanical treatment of pulp fibres, 
consisting of refining and high pressure homogenizing processes.89 In the refining irreversible 
changes in the fibres occur, increasing their bonding potential by modification of their 
morphology and size. During homogenisation the fibres are subjected to a large pressure drop 
with shearing and impact forces. This combination of forces promotes a high degree of 
microfibrillation of the cellulose fibers.90 
 
Hydrolysis of celluloses from pulp fibres can also be an economically feasible process to 
obtain microfibrillar structures in composite systems.91 When pulp fibres are subjected to 
fatigue loading, fibre defibrillation, both external and internal, occur starting generally from 
sites of weakness or pits.92,93 Prehydrolysed cellulose fibres present a high degree of 
brittleness, permitting the fibres to be finely comminuted in the shear field of normal 
compounding and processing machinery.   
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11..77  HHYYBBRRIIDD  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTEE  SSTTRRUUCCTTUURREESS  
 
 
11..77..11  CCllaayy//PPPP  nnaannooccoommppoossiitteess  
 
Nanocomposites are defined as particle-field polymers in which at least one dimension of the 
dispersed particles is in nanometric scale.94 When the three dimensions are in the order of 
nanometres, we can talk about isodimensional nanoparticles. When two dimensions are in the 
nanometre scale and the third is larger, forming an elongated structure, we are dealing with 
nanotubes or whiskers. In the third case, when only one dimension is in the nanometre scale, 
we refer to polymer-layered crystal nanocomposites. In this last case, the filler is present in 
form of sheets of one to few nanometre thick to hundreds to thousands nanometres long.95 For 
PP/clay truly nanocomposites, the clay layers must be uniformly dispersed in the polymer 
matrix forming an exfoliated structure. Other structures that can occur are when the 
nanolayers are aggregated as tactoids or when they are intercalated.96 
 

 
       a) Aggregated             b) Intercalated       c) Ordered exfoliated         d) Exfoliated  
 
Figure 1.10 Scheme of different types of composites arising from the interaction of layered 
silicates and polymers. 
 
Clay/polymer nanocomposites have gained a great interest in the past two decades since the 
Toyota group succeeded to prepare a polyamide 6/clay nanocomposite with dramatic property 
improvements.97 They demonstrated that the replacement of the inorganic exchange cations in 
the galleries of the native clay by alkylammonium surfactants could compatibilise the surface 
chemistry of the clay and the hydrophobic polymer matrix. Organoclays exfoliated in a 
polyamide 6 polymer matrix greatly improved the dimensional stability, the barrier properties 
and the flame retardant properties. Since that, the possible applications for clay/polymer 
nanocomposites have just increased and now they are used not only for mechanical and 
physical reinforcement but also for enhancing the applicability of biodegradable and 
biocompatible systems, to produce self-extinguishing polymers, or for compatibilising 
immiscible polymer blends.98,99 
 
 
There are several methods for preparing clay/polymer nanocomposites. In the solution 
method, the organoclay and the polymer are dissolved in a polar organic solvent. Layered 
silicates can be easily dispersed due to the weak forces that stack the layers together. The 
polymer is then adsorbed onto the delaminated sheets and when the solvent is evaporated and 
an ordered multilayer structure is formed. In the melt intercalation, the layered silicate is 
mixed with the polymer matrix in the molten state.100,101 This method requires a good 
compatibility between the polymer and the layer surfaces in order to permit the intercalation 
of the polymer chains between the silicate layers. In the in situ polymerisation, the organoclay 
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is swollen in the monomer and then polymerisation is initiated either by heat, radiation or the 
introduction of a curing agent or an organic initiator.102,103 
 
 
 
11..77..22  NNaannooccllaayy//PPPP//cceelllluulloossee  hhyybbrriiddss..  
 
 
The effects of cellulose fibres on the mechanical and physical characteristics of a 
clay/polymer nanocomposite have not been yet reported. However, there exist some 
hypotheses that indicate that the introduction of cellulose fibres in the clay/polymer 
nanostructure can be satisfactory for enhancing the mechanical properties. The hydrophilic 
nature of both the cellulose fibres and the silicates suggest a good compatibility of these two 
materials to each other. However, in order to be able to get strong wettability of these two 
components with the polymer, a compatibiliser agent must be introduced. Commercial 
copolymer of polypropylene or polyethylene grafted with maleic anhydride (PPgMA or 
PEgMA) can be used for this purpose. 
 
The adhesion of a polyethylene(PE)/clay nanocomposite coating to paperboard was studied, 
showing not very promising results. The adhesion between the PE/clay nanocomposite and 
the paperboard decreased with increasing filler content and increasing extrusion 
temperature.104 
 
However, an old study from the early 70’s on the adhesion of montmorillonite (MMT) clay to 
cellulose suggested that the adhesion between cellulose and clay was at least as strong as the 
adhesion of the cellulose to itself.105 The presence of hemicelluloses was, on the contrary, not 
satisfactory since the hemicelluloses caused the clay to agglomerate into grains. 
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22  EEXXPPEERRIIMMEENNTTAALL  
 
 
22..11  MMAATTEERRIIAALLSS  
 
Two different polypropylenes were used in this study as matrices for the preparation of 
composites: (a) post-industrial polypropylene containing around 2 wt% of ethylene vinyl 
acetate (PP/EVA) supplied by Polykemi, Sweden, and (b) pure polypropylene homopolymer 
supplied by Borealis, Sweden. 
 
The following components were used for the surface modification of the fibres: (a) 
polypropylene-grafted-maleic anhydride copolymer (PPgMA) Epolene supplied by Eastman, 
Germany, (b) vinyltrimethoxysilane 97% supplied by Aldrich, (c) acetic acid glacial and. (d) 
acetic anhydride, with the two latter supplied by Merck. 
 
Four different natural fibres were used: (a) cellulose fibres from the Kraft pulping process 
supplied by Komotini Paper Mill, Greece; (b) sisal fibres, (c) coir fibres, and (d) Luffa 
sponge, all three supplied by the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the University of 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 
 
The material used for the determination of odours was compounded by extrusion and it was 
basically composed by PP/EVA and a mixture 1/1 (w/w) of Kraft pulp and hemp fibres. 
Polypropylene-grafted-maleic anhydride copolymer, PPgMA was used as coupling agent 
between fibres and matrix. Irganox 1010, Irgafos 168 and Irganox PS 802 were introduced in 
the formulation as antioxidants. 
 
22..22  CCHHAARRAACCTTEERRIIZZAATTIIOONN  OOFF  TTHHEE  FFIIBBRREESS  
 
The fibres used in this study were physically and chemically characterized at the Swedish 
Pulp and Paper Research Institute. The physical characterization was done using Fibermaster 
equipment providing detailed information about diameter, length and aspect ratio of the 
fibres. The chemical characterization consisted in two methods: (1) the SCAN-CM49 for 
determination of the acetone extract and (2) the AH23-18 for determination of the 
carbohydrates, the Klason lignin and the acid soluble lignin. 
 
22..33  SSUURRFFAACCEE  MMOODDIIFFIICCAATTIIOONN  OOFF  TTHHEE  FFIIBBRREESS  
 
Four different methods were used for the modifications of the fibres prior to the preparation of 
the composites in order to improve the compatibilisation fibre-matrix. 
 
22..33..11  MMooddiiffiiccaattiioonn  bbyy  PPPPggMMAA  iinn  hhoott  ssoolluuttiioonn  
 
PPgMA was dissolved in toluene at ≈100ºC. When it was completed dissolved, the cellulose 
fibres were immersed in the solution and kept 5 minutes at 100ºC.106 The cellulose was 
filtered and then kept in an oven at 70ºC during 24 hours in order to evaporate the solvent 
completely. The quantities of PPgMA and cellulose were calculated to be 5% in weight of 
PPgMA in the cellulose fibres. 
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22..33..22  MMooddiiffiiccaattiioonn  bbyy  PPPPggMMAA  dduurriinngg  pprroocceessssiinngg  
 
PPgMA was added during the preparation of the composites by hot compounding at 190˚C in 
a twin-roll mixer. The PP used as matrix together with the PPgMA were added first and when 
melted, cellulose fibres where added to them and the mixing was kept 10 minutes. 
 
22..33..33  MMooddiiffiiccaattiioonn  bbyy  oorrggaannoossiillaanneess  
 
Vinyltrimethoxysilane was dissolved in a hot solution (≈60ºC) of acetone/water (95/5 v/v) 
with a 3% (based on the cellulose weight) of benzoyl peroxide as initiator. The cellulose 
fibres were immersed in the solution and kept 2 hours at that temperature.107 The cellulose 
was filtered and then kept in the oven at 70ºC during 24 hours. The quantity of silane used 
was calculated in order to be 5% in weight of silane in the cellulose fibres. 
 
 
22..33..44  MMooddiiffiiccaattiioonn  bbyy  aacceettyyllaattiioonn  
 
The cellulose fibres were soaked in glacial acetic acid with 3-4 drops of sulphuric acid at 
room temperature for 1 hour and then decanted. The fibres were then soaked in acetic 
anhydride with two drops of sulphuric acid during 5 minutes.46 The fibres were washed with 
water several times, filtered and then dried in the oven at 70ºC during 24 hours. The degree of 
acetylation was estimated using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), giving a result of around 
1,9 % by weight.108 
 
 
22..33..55  MMooddiiffiiccaattiioonn  wwiitthh  ppeerrooxxiiddee  oolliiggoommeerrss  
 
Different peroxide oligomers were synthesized at the Lviv Polytechnic University, in Lviv, in 
the Ukraine. In Table 2.1., the chemical structure of the different modifiers is presented: 
 
Table 2.1 Peroxide modifiers used for the modification of cellulose fibres 
 

Name Peroxide modifier 
Modifier content,  

g per 100 g  
of cellulose 
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Table 2.1 Continuation 

Name Peroxide modifier 
Modifier content,  

g per 100 g  
of cellulose 
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22..44  PPRREEPPAARRAATTIIOONN  OOFF  TTHHEE  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTEESS  
 
The composites were prepared by blending the components in a twin-roll mixer Brabender W 
50 EHT. The conditions used for the blending were: temperature 190˚C and a rotating speed 
of 60-70 rpm. The PP was first added to the mixer together with the compatibiliser (where the 
fibres have not already been modified). After the thermoplastic matrix was melted, the fibres 
were added and the mixing maintained for 10 min. 
 
The resulting composites were chopped and then moulded into films 7 mm long by 7 mm 
wide by 0,5 mm thick, using compression moulding at 190˚C and 200 bar for three minutes. 
 
To study the influence of the fibre content in the composites, samples with 20 wt%, 40 wt% 
and 60 wt% of pulp fibres on a PP/EVA matrix were prepared. 
 
For the comparison between the influence of different surface modification methods, samples 
with pulp fibres modified by the different methods described previously were prepared, all of 
them containing 40 wt% of fibres. 
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For the study of the influence of different natural fibres and different polymeric matrixes on 
the properties of the composites, as well as water absorption, samples containing four 
different natural fibres and two different PP matrixes were prepared. The contents of fibres 
were 10 wt%, 20 wt% and 30 wt% and PPgMA was used in all the compositions as 
compatibiliser.  
 
For the study of the effect of fibre structure, composites with 40 wt% of fibres were prepared 
using PP as matrix. For the study with hybrid composites structures, a PP/Montmorillonite 
nanocomposite commercially available was used. In this case fibre loading values used were 
10 wt%, 15 wt% and 20 wt%. 
 
 
22..55  EEVVAALLUUAATTIIOONN  OOFF  TTHHEE  WWAATTEERR  AABBSSOORRPPTTIIOONN  
 
Sorption tests were performed following the guidelines laid out in the Standard Test Method 
for Water Absorption of Plastics ASTM D 570-98. The water absorption of all the blends of 
composites was studied at three different temperatures: 23°C, 50°C and 70°C (±1°C). 
Rectangular specimens of length 72 mm, width 5 mm and thickness 0.5 mm were cut with a 
scalpel from the sheets prepared by compression moulding and dried for 24h at 70°C to 
remove the absorbed water. The dry weights of these samples were recorded and the 
specimens were then immersed in hermetic glass bottles that contained deionised water. These 
were placed in ovens at the specified temperatures. Six specimens of each blend were 
immersed in the baths of deionised water, from where they were periodically removed and 
replaced so as to follow the increases in weight during the absorption process. The 
measurements were taken in a Mettler Toledo AG245 microbalance to the 0.01mg of 
accuracy. Before weighting, the samples were blotted dry to remove any superficial water. 
The moisture content at each time was calculated according to Eq. 2: 
 

100(%) 0 ⋅
−

=
t

t
t w

ww
M  (Eq. 2) 

 
where Mt(%) is the moisture content in percentage; wt is the weight of the wet sample at the 
time t; and w0 is the initial weight of the sample.   
 
 
22..66  DDEETTEERRMMIINNAATTIIOONN  OOFF  OODDOOUURRSS  BBYY  SSPPMMEE--GGCC--MMSS  
 
For the optimization of the analytical SPME and GC method, the methodology followed is 
described with detail in Paper III. 
 
Two identical ageing experiments were performed in order to study the evolution of the 
emission in time. The ageing was performed in oven at 70ºC, during 10 days. The samples 
were introduced in 20 mL headspace vials, not sealed.  The different samples were placed in 
the oven along different times. The sequence of times for ageing was 0 h, 24 h, 48 h, 96 h, 
168 h, and 240 h. Two samples from both materials were introduced every time.  
 
For the evaluation of the samples after simulated degradation, HS-SPME was used to extract 
the volatile compounds of the materials. A silica based SPME fibre coated with 
polydimethylsiloxane/divinylbenzene (PDMS/DVB 65) with a film thickness of 65 µm from 
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Supelco was used to extract the volatile compounds of the samples. The extractions were done 
from the headspace above the samples. The extraction time was 30 min and the extraction 
temperature was 80ºC. The thermal desorption time of the fibres in the GC injector was 5 min 
and the thermal desorption temperature was 250ºC in the GC injector.  
 
The GC-MS analyses were performed on a GCQ instrument from ThermoFinnigan. The 
column temperature was initially held at 50ºC for 5 min. The temperature was then increased 
to 250ºC at a heating rate of 8 ºC/min and was held at 250ºC for 10 min. Helium (99.999%) 
was used as a carrier gas with a constant velocity of 40 cm/s. The thermal desorption was 
performed in the injector of the GC for 5 min at 250ºC. The injector was operated in the 
splitless mode. The ion-trap mass spectrometer scanned in the mass range of 50-650 m/z with 
a scan time of 0.43 s.  
For the first set of samples, the instrument was equipped with a non-polar column for the 
analysis of underivatized basic compounds, a fused silica CP SIL 8 CB (30 m × 0.32 mm × 
0.25 µm) column from Varian. For the second set of samples, it was equipped with a medium-
high polarity column for the analysis of alcohols and polar aromatic compounds, a fused silica 
CP WAX 52CB (30 m × 0.32 mm × 0.25 µm) column from Varian. 
For the evaluation of the data the National Institute of Standards & Technology, Gaithersburg, 
USA (NIST) mass spectrum library served as reference data bank. 
 
 
22..77  HHYYDDRROOLLYYSSIISS  OOFF  PPUULLPP  FFIIBBRREESS  
 
Dissolving pulp fibres with 93% wt of cellulose were used for the acid hydrolysis. An 
aqueous solution of 3% wt oxalic acid dihydrate was prepared. Pulp fibres were immersed in 
this solution and kept in autoclave at 124°C and 1,3 bar during 1 hour. After the hydrolysis 
the samples were washed several times until reaching pH=7. Then the fibres were filtered and 
dried in the oven overnight at 60°C. 
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33  RREESSUULLTTSS  AANNDD  DDIISSCCUUSSSSIIOONN  
 
33..11  CCHHAARRAACCTTEERRIIZZAATTIIOONN  OOFF  TTHHEE  FFIIBBRREESS  
 
Physical characterization describes the lengths and shape of the fibres. These parameters are 
important as they may influence the resulting mechanical properties of composites. The 
results from the physical characterization of the fibres in this study are presented in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Physical characteristics of the natural fibres 

Fibre Average length 
[mm] 

Average diameter 
[µm] 

Average shape 
factor [%] 

Cellulose from pulp 0,624 29,6 90,01 
Sisal 0,615 25,9 94,36 
Coir 0,838 38,4 93,36 

Luffa sponge 0,500 34,5 92,59 
 
 
The shape factor describes the degree of extension of the fibre. This measure goes from 0 to 
100 %, where 100 % means a completely straight fibre. The fibres analysed here exhibit very 
high average shape factor values; which was in some way expected, as these fibres are not 
very long, and shorter fibres usually have higher shape factor.  
 
 
Chemical characterization revealed the proportion of each component of the fibres. These 
results have been presented in Table 3.2. Important differences were found depending on the 
different types and origin of the fibres, especially in regard to cellulose and lignin contents. 
Coir exhibited the highest lignin content, in contrast with the cellulose having the lowest. 
Comparing these further, coir is taken from the coconut fruit, which present high rigidity and 
hardness, indicating its high content of lignin. On the other hand, cellulose fibres have been 
already treated to eliminate the lignin and they only have the residual lignin remaining after 
the pulping process. 
 
 
Table 3.2 Chemical composition of the fibres 

Fibre Cellulose [%] Hemicelluloses [%] Lignin [%] Others [%] 
Cellulose from pulp 71,71 13,80 3,92 10,57 

Sisal 56,52 16,49 10,62 16,36 
Coir 33,00 17,91 36,14 12,95 

Luffa sponge 50,15 15,57 14,41 19,87 
 
 
33..22  CCHHEEMMIICCAALL  MMOODDIIFFIICCAATTIIOONN  OOFF  CCEELLLLUULLOOSSEE  FFIIBBRREESS  
 
Composites prepared with different surface modified cellulose fibres were subjected to 
thermal analysis. The results of this analysis have been presented in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 Thermal properties of composites with different chemically modified celluloses 
Sample Crystallinity [%] T of crystallization [˚C] Melting point [˚C] T of oxidation [˚C]
PP/EVA 44,0 123 165 196 

40nomod 59,8 121 162 180 
40modMAmec 45,8 120 162 185 
40modMAsol 43,9 119 159 180 
40modsilanes 42,9 118 156 179 
40modacetyl 46,3 123 163 172 

40modH3 44,7 119 157 189 
40modH4 43,8 120 157 191 
40modH5 42,9 119 156 193 

40modYR01.12-1 44,0 120 159 190 
40modYR01.12-2 46,6 121 161 194 

 
 
The melting point (Tm) and the temperature of oxidation (Tox) are more influenced by the 
fibres and their modifications than other properties. The addition of new reactive chemical 
groups and the processing of the material contribute to the loss of oxidative stability, evident 
in the decrease of the temperature of oxidation.  However, the use of PPgMA modified fibres 
seems to inhibit some of these disadvantages, giving instead a more robust thermo-oxidative 
stability and an increase in the temperature of oxidation of 5 ˚C compared with the composite 
prepared with non-modified cellulose. An even better improvement was achieved using 
peroxide oligomers as modifiers. The lower melting point and temperature of crystallinity as 
well as the differences in degree of crystallinity indicate that the crystallization process is 
affected and that the crystals formed are smaller. Crystals start growing from the fibres and in 
the perpendicular direction, an effect known as transcrystallization. This perpendicular growth 
continues until it is interrupted by the presence of another fibre. Thus, the fibres acts in one 
hand as nucleation sites for the crystal growth but on the other side they can also interrupt it. 
 
Figure 3.1 presents the results for the dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) of 
PP/EVA and composites with 40% of chemically modified cellulose. Two different 
transitions were observed, the β transition between -20°C and 20°C and the α transition 
between 30°C and 100 °C. The β transition corresponds to the glass transition of the PP. After 
the α transition the points do not follow a clear trend because of the deformation in the 
material due to the high temperatures next to the melting point. It can also be pointed that 
every transition implies a change in the decreasing slope of the log E´ curve and the increase 
in the tanδ, which indicates that the blends become more viscous in nature with rising 
temperature. The lower curves correspond to the tan δ representation, which permit the 
observation of the chain flexibility, related to the sharpening of the β-transition peak. Sharper 
peaks are characteristics of lower crystallinity, and therefore with lower modulus, polymers. 
With the increasing crystallinity the transition becomes broader and the peaks are smoothed. 
This gives an idea about the chain flexibility of the material. Sharper peaks are related to 
higher chain flexibility than broader peaks, i.e. every transition bears to the increase in the 
value of tanδ and the subsequent increase in the loss modulus E´´ but after the transition part 
of this increase can be recovered lowering again the E´´ value.  
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Figure 3.1 DMTA results for composites with different modified celluloses 
 
The composite with non-modified cellulose resulted to have the highest modulus, the 
composites made from cellulose treated with silanes and acetylated have also a good 
behaviour whilst the composites prepared with cellulose modified with MA, both 
mechanically and in solution, do not represent an enhanced mechanical behaviour. However, 
the behaviour is very similar in all the samples and the differences are not significant.  
 
Tensile tests performed on the composites gave the results presented in Table 3.4. The 
introduction of the fibres leads to an increase of the Young’s modulus and a decrease of the 
stress and strain. The composites are stiffer but less tough than the PP/EVA itself. This 
change in the mechanical properties is even more accentuated for those composites prepared 
with surface modified celluloses. However, the composite prepared with cellulose modified 
with PPgMA during processing presents a great advantage compared to the rest of 
composites: the higher values of stress and strain imply a better combination of stiffness and 
toughness. However, it can be concluded that the effect on mechanical properties of the 
different modifiers is very similar and the final election of modifier will depend more on the 
processing characteristics of each modification method. Therefore, modification with PPgMA 
during processing was chosen as the method to use on the following steps because of its 
simplicity and good results. 
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Table 3.4 Mechanical properties of composites with different modified celluloses 
 
Sample Modulus (MPa) Stress at Break 

(MPa) 
Strain at Break 
(%) 

PP/EVA 671 29 9,6 
40cell nomod-PP/EVA 1055 15 3,0 
40cell MAmec-PP/EVA 944 14 2,8 
40cell MA-PP/EVA 956 6 1,2 
40cell silane-PP/EVA 1348 12 2,0 
40cell acetyl-PP/EVA 1211 8 1,2 
40cell H3-PP/EVA 1026 10 2,3 
40cell H4-PP/EVA 995 12 2,3 
40cell H5-PP/EVA 1152 9 2,1 
40cell YR01.12-1-PP/EVA 1164 9 2,3 
40cell YR01.12-2-PP/EVA 1118 12 2,3 
 
 
 
 
 
33..33  PPRROOPPEERRTTIIEESS  OOFF  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTEESS  
 
 
Table 3.5 presents the results from the thermal analysis performed on the different natural 
fibres/polypropylene composites. As previously described for composites with different 
surface modified celluloses, the addition of the fibres leads to lower melting points and 
temperatures of oxidation also in these types of fibres. 
 
 
 
Table 3.5 Thermal properties of composites with different natural fibres 
 

Sample Crystallinity 
[%] 

T of crystallization 
[˚C] 

Melting point 
[˚C] 

T of oxidation 
[˚C] 

PP 59,8 122 165 196 
10cell-PP 59,4 120 158 182 
20cell-PP 58,9 120 158 183 
30cell-PP 60,1 119 157 181 
10sisal-PP 55,8 120 157 181 
20sisal-PP 57,2 120 156 182 
30sisal-PP 58,1 120 154 183 
10coir-PP 52,6 120 156 179 
20coir-PP 58,5 121 155 177 
30coir-PP 60,4 120 154 176 
10luffa-PP 57,7 120 158 179 
20luffa-PP 64,1 119 158 187 
30luffa-PP 61,7 119 160 194 
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Table 3.5 Continuation 
Sample Crystallinity, 

% 
T of 

crystallization, ˚C 
Melting 
point, ˚C 

T of oxidation, 
˚C 

PP/EVA 44,0 123 165 204 
10cell-PP/EVA 46,4 121 161 185 
20cell-PP/EVA 45,8 121 161 182 
30cell-PP/EVA 46,7 120 160 182 
10sisal-PP/EVA 46,2 121 159 179 
20sisal-PP/EVA 45,9 120 157 183 
30sisal-PP/EVA 44,0 120 158 182 
10coir-PP/EVA 43,2 121 161 181 
20coir-PP/EVA 43,8 121 160 183 
30coir-PP/EVA 47,1 122 160 180 
10luffa-PP/EVA 41,1 121 159 180 
20luffa-PP/EVA 55,6 119 160 194 
30luffa-PP/EVA 60,3 118 160 195 
 
 
Tensile testes were performed in composites prepared with different fibres. For all different 
fibres, the results were similar. An example of these results (the coir fibre composites) has 
been presented in Figure 3.2. 
 
The same behaviour as previously described can also be observed here, which is that the 
addition of fibres leads to a higher stiffness is observed at the same time as a reduction in 
toughness. 
 
However, slightly better results can be observed in the composites prepared with the PP/EVA 
matrix, which exhibit higher strain and stress at upper yield, as it can be seen in Figure 3.2. 
This enhancement of properties could be due to the chemical structure of EVA, which at one 
end has acetate groups that can react with the –OH groups of the cellulose and at the other end 
has an ethylene chain compatible with the PP; and can therefore be considered to be an 
additional coupling agent. Thus, the presence of EVA will permit a better adhesion fibre-
matrix and consequently, better mechanical properties. 
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Figure 3.2 Tensile modulus, tensile stress, and tensile strain vs. fibre content for composites 
with coir fibres and two different matrixes, PP and PP/EVA 
 
 
33..44  WWAATTEERR  AABBSSOORRPPTTIIOONN  IINN  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTEESS  
 
33..44..11  WWaatteerr  aabbssoorrppttiioonn  kkiinneettiiccss  
 
The gravimetrical analysis for measuring the water absorption in composite materials 
evaluates the increase in weight of the samples for different immersion times. The moisture 
content can be easily calculated from these results applying Eq. 2.  
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The water absorption curves obtained represent the change in moisture content with time for 
the samples immersed at a constant temperature. Figure 3.3 is an example of water absorption 
curves for the cellulose/PP samples immersed in water at 23°C. It can be seen in the same 
figure that the fibre content in the composites clearly influences the absorption curves. The 
increase in the fibre percentage leads to higher values of moisture absorption for the same 
values of immersion time. This was already expected, because of the hydrophilic nature of the 
natural fibres, and it is shown for nearly all the composite blends analysed. Moreover, the 
increase of the fibre content in the composite material also increases the volume of the 
interfacial region, where the water molecules can be easily included.   

 
Figure 3.3 Absorption curves for cellulose/PP composites at 23˚C 
 
The temperature during the absorption process also has a remarkable influence on the water 
absorption curves. Figure 3.4 presents the absorption curves for 30sisal-PP samples at 
different temperatures. It can be concluded that the temperature stimulates the water uptake of 
the composite materials. 
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Figure 3.4 Absorption curves for 30sisal-PP at different temperatures of immersion 
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Some interesting parameters can be analysed using the water absorption curves. First of all, it 
is important to evaluate the saturation moisture content of the composites (M∞), which is the 
equilibrium value for the water content when the samples are exposed to immersion for a long 
period of time. Secondly, the time it takes to reach this saturation value can provide one 
approach to tackle the kinetics of the diffusion process. This duration can be estimated by the 
saturation time (ts), which has been calculated as the instant when the sample reaches the 95% 
of the saturation content. The saturation moisture content and time results for all the 
composites are presented in Table 3.6. 
 
Table 3.6 Calculated values of saturated moisture content and saturation times 

Saturated moisture content     
[%] 

Saturation time [hr] Sample 

23°C 50°C 70°C 23°C 50°C 70°C 

10cell-PP 2,6 2,05 2,6 198,7 41,23 23,77 
20cell-PP 4,93 4,99 4,91 42,86 33,85 5,49 
30cell-PP 7,15 6,66 6,45 23,57 8,36 3,42 
10sisal-PP 3,12 4,09 4,04 158,67 54,06 11,43 
20sisal-PP 4,96 5,15 4,97 100,66 23,06 4,49 
30sisal-PP 6,48 6,31 5,95 67,62 16,53 5,04 
10coir-PP 3,24 3,67 2,72 205,23 105,86 27,12 
20coir-PP 4,58 4,27 4,48 83,06 83,47 2,17 
30coir-PP 5,45 6,19 5,48 26,8 27,33 1,62 
10luffa-PP 2,79 2,37 2,43 72,57 37,83 9,08 
20luffa-PP 4,24 4,5 4,46 73,68 12,7 3,63 
30luffa-PP 8,26 6,98 7,76 35,14 4,94 2,57 

10cell-PP/EVA 1,85 2,58 2,76 237,70 180,70 89,40 
20cell-PP/EVA 5,20 4,18 4,12 114,80 46,30 18,30 
30cell-PP/EVA 6,92 5,91 5,77 69,90 23,10 8,20 
10sisal-PP/EVA 2,26 3,01 3,26 361,80 122,40 30,40 
20sisal-PP/EVA 4,26 4,31 4,78 259,60 35,90 16,20 
30sisal-PP/EVA 6,33 5,72 6,41 195,60 25,90 6,10 
10coir-PP/EVA 1,65 2,70 2,91 298,20 215,00 63,80 
20coir-PP/EVA 3,61 4,02 4,68 264,30 93,60 21,00 
30coir-PP/EVA 5,96 5,77 6,29 214,20 27,30 11,30 
10luffa-PP/EVA 2,88 2,90 3,57 216,40 113,10 85,30 
20luffa-PP/EVA 4,25 4,27 4,63 248,50 32,80 8,30 
30luffa-PP/EVA 6,25 5,10 5,83 84,80 18,30 6,20 

 
 
A number of conclusions can be drawn from the saturation parameter results. Firstly, as the 
saturated moisture content depends mostly on the fibre content of the composites, then higher 
values for the saturated water content are obtained for higher fibre loadings. 
 
The effect of the temperature of immersion on the saturated moisture content of composites 
containing the same fibre contents deserves a further discussion. It would be expected that the 
moisture content will increase with temperature in the case of materials immersed in a liquid 
and it will decrease in materials exposed to vapour. In our case, no trend can be observed, the 
moisture content either increases or decreases with increasing temperature depending on the 
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sample. This could be due to the existence of irregularities or voids in the internal structure of 
the films which will result in the apparition of both effects.  
 
The saturated moisture content has approximately the same values for the corresponding 
composite materials with either pure PP or recycled PP as a matrix. Therefore, EVA present 
in the recycled PP seems to have no apparent effect on this parameter, probably due to its low 
concentration. 
 
The saturation time is highly influenced by the fibre content and the temperature of the water 
absorption. As it can be observed, when the fibre percentage and the temperature are 
increased, the saturation time is reduced. Only some discrepancies appear for PP/luffa 
composites, as it has been noticed before. 
 
PP/EVA composites have longer saturation time than their correspondent composites with PP 
as matrix. This result may be another sign of the enhanced compatibilisation between 
PP/EVA and the fibres. 
 
The analysis of the diffusion mechanism and kinetics was performed once the water 
absorption curves at the different three temperatures were obtained for all the composite 
materials. Composite materials usually present Fickian diffusion profiles, but this fact should 
be proved with the experimental results of the different blends of composite materials. 
 
As explained in the theoretical background of this thesis, the different diffusion cases can be 
distinguished from the shape of the curve provided by Eq. 1. Nevertheless, in this analysis, the 
experimental data were fitted to a logarithmic equation (Eq. 3) which slope determines the 
diffusion case: 

( ) ( )tnk
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M t logloglog ⋅+=⎟⎟
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⎝

⎛

∞

 (Eq. 3) 

 
An example of the fitting of the experimental data to Eq. 3 is shown in Figure 3.5 for 
cellulose-PP/EVA composites at a temperature of 23°C.  
 

Figure 3.5 Diffusion case fitting plot for cellulose-PP/EVA composites immersed at 23˚C 
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The values of the parameters n and k calculated from the fitting of the experimental data to 
Eq.3 have been presented in Table 3.7. 
 
Table 3.7 Calculated values of n and k 

Temperature 
23°C 

Temperature 
50°C 

Temperature 
70°C Sample 

n k [hr2] n k [hr2] n k [hr2] 
10cell-PP 0,41 0,13 0,30 0,34 0,37 0,39 
20cell-PP 0,46 0,20 0,30 0,40 0,51 0,66 
30cell-PP 0,50 0,25 0,38 0,44 0,47 0,76 
10sisal-PP 0,50 0,78 0,42 0,22 0,39 0,44 
20sisal-PP 0,54 0,10 0,42 0,26 0,68 0,40 
30sisal-PP 0,58 0,10 0,65 0,17 0,50 0,35 
10coir-PP 0,55 0,15 0,39 0,28 0,54 0,51 
20coir-PP 0,64 0,14 0,39 0,41 0,45 0,70 
30coir-PP 0,59 0,18 0,34 0,49 0,43 0,80 
10luffa-PP 0,58 0,16 0,44 0,31 0,50 0,40 
20luffa-PP 0,59 0,09 0,64 0,22 0,48 0,51 
30luffa-PP 0,61 0,20 0,48 0,46 0,51 0,82 

10cell-PP/EVA 0,46 0,08 0,54 0,10 0,48 0,19 
20cell-PP/EVA 0,50 0,11 0,49 0,17 0,38 0,33 
30cell-PP/EVA 0,52 0,12 0,44 0,26 0,36 0,47 
10sisal-PP/EVA 0,62 0,04 0,51 0,11 0,46 0,18 
20sisal-PP/EVA 0,54 0,05 0,56 0,12 0,51 0,25 
30sisal-PP/EVA 0,55 0,07 0,59 0,14 0,51 0,38 
10coir-PP/EVA 0,60 0,05 0,56 0,08 0,47 0,20 
20coir-PP/EVA 0,47 0,08 0,52 0,10 0,48 0,30 
30coir-PP/EVA 0,53 0,07 0,54 0,15 0,50 0,30 
10luffa-PP/EVA 0,58 0,15 0,50 0,16 0,36 0,41 
20luffa-PP/EVA 0,50 0,06 0,58 0,13 0,62 0,27 
30luffa-PP/EVA 0,60 0,09 0,53 0,19 0,64 0,30 

 
 
From the results of diffusion case selection analysis, it can be concluded that the diffusional 
behaviour approaches towards the Fickian case, since all the results for the parameter n are 
close to the value 0.5 representative for Fickian diffusion.  
 
 
Once it has been proved that the water absorption in all the sets of PP/natural fibre composites 
follow the Fickian diffusion behaviour, an analysis of the parameters of this theoretical model 
must be performed. The diffusion coefficient is the most important parameter of the Fick’s 
model, which characterizes the ability of solvent molecules to penetrate inside the composite 
structure.  
 
The absorption curve as function of the square root of time is linear in the initial stage.109 Eq. 
4 verifies that the moisture diffusion coefficient can be obtained from the slope of the linear 
part of the plot of Mt/M∞ vs. (time)0,5⋅ b-1. 
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Fick’s normalized graphs for all the composite materials analyzed at the three different 
temperatures were generated. Figure 3.8. is an example of a Fick´s normalized graph for coir-
PP/EVA composites. The values of the moisture diffusion coefficient, which are obtained 
from the fitting of the linear part of the plots to Fick’s normalized Eq. 4 are shown in Table 
3.6. These results for the diffusion coefficient compare quite favourably with the conclusions 
reported by other authors for similar composite materials.19 

 
Figure 3.6 Fick´s normalized plot for the coir-PP/EVA composites immersed at 50°C 
 
 
Table 3.8 Calculated diffusion coefficients 

Diffusion coefficient 
[m2/s] x 1013 

Diffusion coefficient 
[m2/s] x 1013 Sample 

23°C 50°C 70°C 
Sample 

23°C 50°C 70°C 
10cell-PP 1,67 7,81 16,50 10cell-PP/EVA 0,64 1,71 5,11 
20cell-PP 5,07 20,60 71,40 20cell-PP/EVA 1,33 5,26 12,80 
30cell-PP 8,84 27,90 103,10 30cell-PP/EVA 3,41 8,34 29,90 
10sisal-PP 0,83 6,01 27,10 10sisal-PP/EVA 0,54 1,67 4,69 
20sisal-PP 2,30 10,30 45,30 20sisal-PP/EVA 0,74 3,88 10,30 
30sisal-PP 3,84 13,30 69,50 30sisal-PP/EVA 1,85 7,27 31,20 
10coir-PP 4,34 10,40 33,90 10coir-PP/EVA 0,86 1,86 6,93 
20coir-PP 6,11 22,40 66,60 20coir-PP/EVA 1,07 2,59 15,20 
30coir-PP 10,90 39,30 111,80 30coir-PP/EVA 1,26 4,92 21,00 
10luffa-PP 5,30 12,70 23,60 10luffa-PP/EVA 5,02 4,20 25,70 
20luffa-PP 3,08 19,30 53,40 20luffa-PP/EVA 0,66 5,68 29,80 
30luffa-PP 18,30 45,10 171,50 30luffa-PP/EVA 5,07 9,54 40,00 
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The diffusion process is strongly affected by temperature. The temperature dependence of the 
diffusion coefficient in Fickian systems can be expressed by the Arrhenius relation:109 
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TR

E
DD aexp0  (Eq. 5) 

 
where D0 is the permeability index, Ea is the activation energy of the diffusion process and R 
is the universal gas constant. 
 
With the results of the diffusion coefficients for all the different materials, the relationship 
between this coefficient and temperature was studied. Although only three temperatures were 
analysed, the values fit reasonably well to the Arrhenius behaviour. Figure 3.7 is an example 
of the Arrhenius dependence of the diffusion coefficient with temperature for the different 
cellulose-PP/EVA composites. 

 
Figure 3.7 Arrhenius dependence of the diffusion coefficients for cellulose-PP/EVA 
composites 
 
The results of the Arrhenius parameters, activation energy of the diffusion process Ea and 
permeability index D0, are presented in Table 3.9. Unfortunately, a comparison between the 
obtained results and the corresponding for other similar works with natural fibre/polymeric 
composites could not be done, because closely related literature was not available. 
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Table 3.9 Arrhenius parameters for the dependence of the diffusion coefficient with 
temperature. 

Arrhenius parameters Arrhenius parameters Sample 
Ea (KJ/mol) D0     (m2/s)

Sample 
Ea (KJ/mol) D0      (m2/s)

10cell-PP 4,99 3,67x10-6 10cell-PP/EVA 4,39 1,66x10-7 
20cell-PP 5,65 9,28x10-5 20cell-PP/EVA 4,89 1,98x10-6 
30cell-PP 5,20 3,39x10-5 30cell-PP/EVA 4,56 1,48x10-6 
10sisal-PP 7,50 7,97x10-3 10sisal-PP/EVA 4,61 2,95x10-7 
20sisal-PP 6,34 4,23x10-4 20sisal-PP/EVA 5,72 1,84x10-5 
30sisal-PP 6,09 2,91x10-4 30sisal-PP/EVA 5,99 1,05x10-4 
10coir-PP 4,32 8,64x10-7 10coir-PP/EVA 4,35 2,95x10-7 
20coir-PP 5,10 1,74x10-5 20coir-PP/EVA 5,50 1,05x10-5 
30coir-PP 4,99 2,20x10-5 30coir-PP/EVA 5,97 6,54x10-5 
10luffa-PP 3,22 2,73x10-8 10luffa-PP/EVA - - 
20luffa-PP 6,19 3,84x10-4 20luffa-PP/EVA 8,19 6,47x10-2 
30luffa-PP 4,68 1,21x10-5 30luffa-PP/EVA 4,27 7,84x10-7 

 
Figure  3.8 shows Fick’s plot for the composites with 10 and 30% (w/w) cellulose contents, 
employing PP and PP/EVA as matrix. From these graphs it can be stated that PP composites 
present higher values of diffusion coefficient than their respective composites with PP/EVA 
as matrix. This statement can be explained due to the fact that PP/EVA may have better 
compatibilisation with the fibres than PP, probably because EVA also acts as a coupling 
agent. With better impregnation between matrix and fibres, the velocity of the diffusional 
processes decreases since there are less gaps in the interfacial region and also hydrophilic 
groups as hydroxils are blocked by the coupling effect. 
 

 
Figure 3.8 Influence of the type of matrix on the water absorption in cellulose composites 
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33..44..22  IInnfflluueennccee  ooff  wwaatteerr  aabbssoorrppttiioonn  oonn  tthhee  pprrooppeerrttiieess  ooff  ccoommppoossiitteess  
 
After studying the performance of the hydrothermal ageing on the different blends of 
composites at 23°C, 50°C and 70°C, their mechanical properties were analysed by means of 
tensile tests. The stress and strain at maximum load, together with Young’s modulus were 
obtained from these analyses.  
 
Figure 3.9 presents comparative graphs of the mechanical properties of composites before and 
after water absorption. The properties of composite materials are greatly decreased after the 
uptake of moisture, because the water molecules affect the structure and properties of the 
fibres, matrix and the interface between them. 
 
In Figure 3.9, the Young’s modulus of the composite material can be seen to decrease after 
hydrothermal ageing, which follows a similar pattern to maximum stress results. Composites 
with higher fibre content show a remarkable decrease in their modulus, mainly due to the fact 
that water absorption effects are stronger in those composites. 
The stress at maximum load results showed that these values were slightly reduced after water 
absorption for all the composite blends, as shown in Figure 3.9. This effect was particularly 
evident for the composites with higher fibre content, with maximum stress becoming 
drastically reduced. High temperatures of the moisture absorption also favour a decrease in 
the stress at maximum load. 
 
The behaviour of strain at maximum load accompanied by hydrothermal ageing is rather more 
complex. It has been reported that water molecules act as a plasticizer agent in the composite 
material, which would be expected to lead to an increase of the maximum strain for the 
composites after water absorption.19,110 This increase could be seen in composites with a low 
fibre content when they were immersed in water at low temperatures, and in particular for 
those that employed PP/EVA as matrix. For composites with higher fibre content and a higher 
water temperature, the maximum strain was also reduced after hydrothermal ageing, as it 
appears in Figure 3.9. The explanation for this is that plasticizing effect of water arises at a 
low water content ―that is, at low water temperature in composites with a low fibre loading 
and a PP/EVA matrix. In the other cases, the degradation effect of water in the structure of the 
material is superior to the plasticizer effect, so the maximum strain is reduced. 
 
The type of fibre does not seem to exhibit a marked influence on the variation in the 
mechanical properties of the composites after the uptake of water. Luffa and coir reinforced 
composites seem to be the ones that possess the poorest behaviour against ageing, with their 
mechanical properties decreasing by up to 50% compared with the dry values. 
 
No clear conclusions can be drawn about how the type of matrix affects the variation of the 
mechanical properties. The rate of variation of the mechanical properties after hydrothermal 
ageing is similar in the corresponding composites with the two matrices studied here, 
although composites with the PP/EVA matrix seem to resist better the effects of water 
absorption, mostly at higher temperatures. 
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of tensile modulus, tensile stress and tensile strain of Luffa-PP/EVA 
composites before and after water absorption 
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Figure 3.10 shows the effect of water on the morphology of the composite materials. The 
structure of natural fibres is based in different layers of cellulose fibrils, with lignin acting as 
an adhesive between them. However this structure is damaged after water degradation, as the 
bonding between layers is destroyed. This effect can be seen comparing scanning electron 
micrographs taken before and after hydrothermal ageing. The damage on the surface and 
structure of the fibres after hydrothermal ageing is clearly evident in the micrographs. 
Furthermore, hydrothermal ageing is responsible of the loss of compatibility between the 
fibres and matrix, which results in a weaker composite structure. This effect can be seen again 
by comparing the wettability of the fibres in the matrix observed before and after exposure to 
water. After exposure to water the “pull-out” phenomenon can be observed, which indicates 
the loss of interfacial adhesion fibre-matrix. 

 
 
Figure 3.10 Scanning electron micrographs for 20sisal-PP/EVA composites: (a) before 
hydrothermal ageing, (b) after hydrothermal ageing at 50°C, (c) after hydrothermal ageing at 
50°C 
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33..55  DDEETTEERRMMIINNAATTIIOONN  OOFF  OODDOOUURRSS  
 
 
33..55..11  GGCC  eevvaalluuaattiioonn  wwiitthh  aa  nnoonn--ppoollaarr  ccoolluummnn  
  
Figure 3.12 shows the GC-MS chromatogram of the volatile compounds extracted from the 
non-aged material,  while Figure 3.13 shows the GC-MS chromatogram from the material 
aged for 240 h at 70°C. 
 

 
Figure 3.12 GC-MS chromatogram showing the compounds extracted by SPME from non-
aged material. Evaluation with a non-polar column 
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Figure 3.13 GC-MS chromatogram showing the compounds extracted by SPME from 
material aged during 216 h. Evaluation with a non-polar column 
 
 
The most relevant peaks are named in Table 3.10. These compounds are products of 
degradation of PP such as different aliphatic hydrocarbons as hexadecane, pentadecane or 
heptadecane, and branched hydrocarbons as 2,6,10,14-tetramethyl-pentadecane and squalane. 
The presence of numerous phenolic compounds is important and it is derived from the 
presence of antioxidants Irganox 1010, Irgafos 168, and Irganox PS 802, represented in 
Figure 3.14. Compounds identified that are derived from the antioxidants are 2,4-bis(1,1-
dimethylethyl) phenol; 1-methyl-4-(1-methylethylidene) cyclohexene, and 2,6-bis(1,1-
dimethylethyl) 2,5-Cyclohexadiene - 1,4-dione.  

 
Figure 3.14 Chemical structure of the antioxidants used  
 
Other phenolic compounds as phenol, p-tert-butylphenol, 1,3-diethyl benzene, 
diethylstilbestrol, eugenol, vanillin and ethanol, and 2-phenoxy were also found. These 

              Irganox 1010                                Irganox PS 802                           Irgafos 168            
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compounds are more likely to come from the degradation of the natural fibres. Some studies 
have shown that it is possible the formation of phenol compounds as consequence of lignin 
maturation.111-114 
But probably the compounds that result more interesting from the point of view of the 
production of odours are the numerous carboxylic acids identified. Carboxylic acids are also 
believed to be derived from the degradation of lignocellulosic fibres. Although fatty acids are 
usually removed as extractives during the pulping process,115,116 still a small portion can be 
remaining in the pulp fibres. Moreover, the fibres used for the preparation of the composites 
contain 50 wt% of hemp fibres which had not been subjected to any process of extraction, so 
they are believed to contain fatty acids in their composition. Carboxylic acids identified in this 
study were benzoic acid, methyl ester benzoic acid, hexadecanoic acid, dodecanoic acid, and 
methyl ester 9-octadecanoic acid. 
 
Table 3.10 Compounds identified after ageing at 70°C during 0 h. and 240 h. Evaluation with 
a non-polar column 
 

Compound non-aged 
material 

material aged 
240 h 

Benzenic and phenolic compounds   
2,4-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl) phenol X X 
1-methyl-4-(1-methylethylidene) cyclohexene X X 
1-methyl-2-(1-methylethyl) benzene X  
Benzoic acid X X 
Methyl ester benzoic acid X  
1-methyl-4-(1-methylethyl) 1,3 cyclohexadiene X  
p-tert-butyl phenol X  
1,3-diethylbenzene X  
2,6-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl) 2,5-cyclohexadiene- 1,4-dione X X 
Phenol  X 
Aliphatic compounds   
Pentadecane X X 
Heptadecane X X 
Hexadecane X X 
2,6,10,14-tetramethyl pentadecane X X 
Squalane  X 
Alcohols   
Furanmethanol X  
1-Tetradecanol  X 
Carboxylic acids and derivates   
Hexadecanoic acid X X 
Dodecanoic acid X  
Methyl ester 9-Octadecenoic acid X X 
Other compounds   
Eugenol X X 
Vanillin X  
Isopropyl palmitate X X 
Diethylstillbestrol  X 
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33..55..22  GGCC  eevvaalluuaattiioonn  wwiitthh  aa  ppoollaarr  ccoolluummnn  
 
Figure 3.15 shows the GC-MS chromatogram of the volatile compounds extracted from the 
non-aged material, while Figure 3.16 shows the GC-MS chromatogram for the material aged 
during 240 h at 70°C. 
 

 
Figure 3.15 GC-MS chromatogram showing the compounds extracted by SPME from non-
aged material. Evaluation with a polar column 
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Figure 3.16 GC-MS chromatogram showing the compounds extracted by SPME from 
material aged during 240 h. Evaluation with a polar column. 
 
 
 
The most relevant compounds are identified in Tables 3.11. These identified peaks include 
products of degradation of polypropylene such as different aliphatic hydrocarbons as 
hexadecane, heptadecane and pentadecane. Alcohols like 1-tetradecanol, 1-octadecanol and 1-
undecanol and oleyl alcohol. Also in this case, the presence of carboxylic acids is very 
remarkable. Carboxylic acids as octadecanoic acid, dodecanoic acid, benzoic acid, methyl 
ester 3-octadecanoic acid, undecylenic acid and 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid were identified. 
There are compounds derived from the degradation of antioxidants Irganox 1010, Irgafos 168, 
and Irganox PS 802 like 2,6-bis(1,1-dimethyhlethyl) 2,5-cyclohexadiene-1,4-dione; p-tert-
butyl phenol; 2-methyl-5-(1-methylethyl) phenol, and 1-methyl-4-(1-methylethylidene) 
cyclohexene. As mentioned before, phenolic compounds as ethylparaben, and phenol can be 
derived from the degradation of natural fibres. 
Other compounds that could not be identified are believed to proceed from the degradation of 
cellulosic fibres and are named in the table as carbohydrate derived compounds. From the ion 
fragments observed in the MS of these compounds, it can be concluded that they also present 
a carboxylic acid group as confirmed with the presence of fragment ions of m/z=73. Also 
these compounds present phenolic groups as confirmed by the presence of ions with m/z=77 
and m/z=91. 
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Table 3.11 Compounds identified after ageing at 70°C during 0 h. and 240 h. Evaluation with 
a polar column 
 

Compound non-aged 
material 

material aged 
240 h 

Benzenic and phenolic compounds   
2,4-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl) phenol X X 
1-methyl-4-(1-methylethylidene) cyclohexene X X 
1,2-dimethoxy benzene X  
Benzoic acid X X 
Methyl ester benzoic acid X  
p-tert-butyl phenol X  
1methyl-4-(1-methylethyl) benzene X  
2,6-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl) 2,5-cyclohexadiene- 1,4-dione X X 
Phenol X  
Aliphatic compounds   
Pentadecane X X 
Heptadecane X X 
Hexadecane X X 
Dodecane X X 
2,6,10,14-tetramethyl pentadecane  X 
1-Tridecene X  
Alcohols   
1-Tetradecanol X X 
1-Octadecanol X X 
1-Undecanol X X 
Oleyl alcohol X X 
Carboxylic acids and derivates   
Hexadecanoic acid X X 
Dodecanoic acid X X 
Octadecanoic acid  X 
Methyl ester 9-Octadecenoic acid X X 
Methyl ester 3-Octadecenoic acid X X 
Undecylenic acid X  
1,4-Benzenedicarboxylic acid X  
Other compounds   
Ethylparaben X X 
Isopropyl palmitate X X 
Carbohydrate derived compounds X X 
 
 
The presence of numerous carboxylic acids, alcohols and esters confirms in some way the fact 
that oxidative degradation is the most likely process to occur at low temperatures (<200ºC). 
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33..66  EEFFFFEECCTTSS  OOFF  FFIIBBRREE  SSTTRRUUCCTTUURREE  OONN  MMEECCHHAANNIICCAALL  PPRROOPPEERRTTIIEESS  
 
The main objective of this study was to show the influence of a reduced fibre structure on the 
properties of the composites. As can be seen in Table 3.12, the effect of the fibres can be more 
appreciated on the dramatic increase of the Young’s modulus. Moreover, it can be observed 
that this increase is even larger when hydrolysed fibres are used. These confirmed the 
hypothesis that hydrolysed fibres, besides having a lower DP, are much brittle and during 
processing are reduced to minor structures with increased reinforcing factor. Besides, the 
effect of PPgMA as compatibiliser was also proved as it provides an enhanced interface, 
increasing the maximum stress. 
 
Table 3.12 Mechanical properties of composites with reference and hydrolysed pulp fibres 
 
Sample Young’s modulus 

(GPa) 
Stress at Upper Yield 

(MPa)
Strain at Upper Yield 

(%) 
PP 1,60 ± 0,50 28,23 ± 3,71 9,26 ± 0,32
PP/40ref/MA 6,67 ± 0,40 29,88 ± 2,15 0,83 ± 0,17
PP/40hyd/MA 7,68 ± 0,83 27,30 ± 1,66 0,51 ± 0,06
PP/40ref 5,92 ± 1,32 19,23 ± 1,60 1,62 ± 0,59
PP/40hyd 7,27 ± 0,41 23,97 ± 1,43 0,44 ± 0,03
 
DMA results can be seen in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. As it can be observed, also in this case the 
increase in the storage modulus E’ is quite significant for the composite materials compared 
to the polypropylene along all the temperature range. The most peculiar change is the shifting 
in the curve for the glass transition at around 0-10°C, which can be observed in Figure 3.18. 
Compared to the PP, the composites present a much smoother curve for the transition. This is 
related to reduced mobility of the amorphous polypropylene phase due to the presence of the 
pulp fibres. The presence of the pulp fibres is influencing the details of molecular relaxation 
associated with the glass transition. 
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Figure 3.17 Storage modulus vs. temperature for reference and hydrolysed pulp fibre 
composites 
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Figure 3.18 Tan d vs. temperature for reference and hydrolysed pulp fibres composites 
 
Scanning electron microscopy of reference and hydrolysed pulps gives a much closer idea 
about the effect of hydrolysis on the fibre structure. As it can be observed in Figure 3.19, 
hydrolysed pulp fibres present a much more comminute aspect respect to reference pulp 
fibres. Due to their brittleness and the breakage of glycosidic bonds during the hydrolysis, the 
fibres are more susceptible to break when mechanical stresses are applied, as for example 
during milling or composite processing. Therefore, hydrolysed pulp fibres are much shorter 
than reference pulp fibres, as it can be observed in Figure 3.19, left column. If the fibre 
structure is observed closer, it can be seen that hydrolysed fibres present lots of distortions 
and pits produced by the effect of mechanical stresses in regions severely attacked by 
hydrolysis. These knots represent points of high brittleness, which will probably break when 
processed due to mechanical stresses. 

 
Figure 3.19 SEM of pulp fibres (upper row, reference fibres; lower row, hydrolysed fibres) 
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33..77  HHYYBBRRIIDD  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTEE  SSTTRRUUCCTTUURREESS  
  
The results for the tensile testes are presented in Table 3.13. It can be observed that the 
addition of the fibres produces a change in the overall mechanical behaviour of the composite 
compared to the PP/MMT matrix. The increase in the Young’s modulus together with the 
decrease of stress and strain at upper yield are characteristics for cellulose/polypropylene 
composites and have been observed before. However, in former studies the authors found that 
hydrolysed fibres had a much higher effect on the mechanical properties that reference pulp 
fibre when they are introduced in a pure polypropylene matrix. As it can be observed in Table 
I, a different trend is observed in the PP/MMT based composites, where the Young’s modulus 
values of the PP/MMT/hydrolysed fibres hybrids are much lower than the PP/MMT/reference 
fibres hybrids, even tough they are still higher than the value for the PP/MMT matrix itself. 
This fact gives an idea about the significance that fibre size and fibre structure can have on the 
interaction with the MMT layers and the PP. 
 
Table 3.13 Mechanical properties for PP/MMT/pulp fibres hybrid composites 
 
Sample Young modulus, E 

(GPa) 
Stress at Upper Yield, 

σ (MPa) 
Strain at Upper Yield, 

ε (MPa) 
PP/MMT 1,90 ± 0,08 27,70 ± 2,52 4,20 ± 0,57
PP/MMT/10ref 3,49 ± 1,10 17,58 ± 3,81 0,56 ± 0,23
PP/MMT/15ref 4,86 ± 0,37 16,43 ± 2,88 0,35 ± 0,06
PP/MMT/20ref 5,10 ± 0,56 17,23 ± 1,91 0,36 ± 0,08
PP/MMT/10hyd 2,48 ± 0,31 12,40 ± 4,12 0,52 ± 0,20
PP/MMT/15hyd 2,76 ± 0,53 25,53 ± 0,75 1,42 ± 0,52
PP/MMT/20hyd 2,73 ± 0,27 17,88 ± 2,79 0,66 ± 0,10
 
 
DMA show the influence of the fibres on the mechanical properties along a wide range of 
temperatures. As it can be seen in Figure 3.20, all the materials studied present similar 
behaviours and it can be seen that some of the composites present higher values of storage 
modulus, E’ along all the temperature range, although the differences are not as remarkable as 
in the case of the tensile modulus. As it was discussed previously, the most peculiar changes 
are the shifting in the curve for the glass transition observed in Figure 3.21. Compared to the 
PP/MMT, the composites present a slightly higher value of Tg and the curve for the transition 
becomes much smoother. This is related as before to the degree of entanglement of the 
polymeric chains. Moreover, a second transition is observed at temperatures around 70-80°C. 
This second transition is not observed in the PP/MMT matrix.  
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Figure 3.20 Storage modulus, E’ vs. temperature for PP/MMT/pulp fibres hybrid composites 
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Figure 3.21 Tan δ vs. temperature for PP/MMT/pulp fibres hybrid composites 
 
 
Scanning electron micrographs of the PP/MMT matrix presented in Figure 3.22 revealed the 
existence of particles with a size of several tens of micrometers. This was interpreted as clay 
particles or agglomerates giving as a conclusion that the PP/MMT does not present a 
nanocomposite structure and no intercalation or exfoliation are observed. 
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Figure 3.22 Scanning electron micrograph of PP/MMT nanocomposite 
 

 
Figure 3.23 Scanning electron micrographs of PP/MMT/pulp fibres hybrids composites 
(upper row, PP/MMT/10ref and lower row, PP/MMT/10hyd) 
 
 
However, when the different PP/MMT/pulp fibres hybrids were observed in the scanning 
electron microscope, no such clay particles were observed as it can be seen in Figure 3.23. 
Instead, the structure of the fibres and the interaction fibre/matrix could be observed with 
more detail. A good wettability of the fibres into the matrix is observed (Figure 3.23 up left 
and down right), proving the efficiency of PPgMA as compatibiliser. However, some pull out 
of fibre was still observed (Figure 3.23, up left). Respect to the structure of the fibres, some 
fibres presenting a mechanically degraded structure were observed (Figure 3.23 up right), 
confirming the effect that combined hydrolysis and mechanical stresses can have in the 
physical degradation of the fibres. 
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Figure 3.24 presents X-ray diffraction curves for the PP/MMT nanocomposite, PP/MMT with 
15 wt% reference pulp and PP/MMT with 15 wt% hydrolysed pulp. As it can be observed the 
difference between the curves is minimal. Only the curve corresponding to PP/MMT with 
hydrolysed fibres presents a little shifting corresponding to an increase of the interlayer 
distance in the clay. The addition of pulp fibres has shifted the scale of clay size distribution 
from several tens of micrometers down to the submicron scale. The largest aspect ratio of 
exfoliated silicate layers may then explain the strong increase in modulus for the hybrid 
composites 
 

 
Figure 3.24 X-ray diffraction curves of PP/MMT/cellulose hybrids 
 
Transmission electron micrographs give us a better idea about how the clays are arranged in 
the composite structure. In Figure 3.25, a micrograph of the PP/MMT nanocomposite is 
presented. As it can be seen, the clays are agglomerated in stacks of hundreds of nanometres. 
However, some exfoliated structures can also be observed. 
 

 
Figure 3.25 Transmission electron microscope of PP/MMT nanocomposite 
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In Figure 3.26, the structure of the PP/MMT/15ref hybrid can be observed. Also here the 
clays appear shown agglomerated in stacks of different sizes, as for the PP/MMT 
nanocomposite. In Figure 3.26 right, it can be observed a much brighter zone probably 
corresponding to a void left in the place where a fibre was placed. Here an interesting 
phenomenon is observed. Clay agglomerates around the perimeter of the void imply the 
possible interaction of the clays with the fibre previously placed in that void. This fact would 
be in agreement with the results presented previously by other authors.105 Another fact that 
can be remarked is the apparition of these voids left by fibres. This implies that the adhesion 
between the fibre and the matrix is not good, and during the preparation of samples for TEM 
by microtomy, fibres fall off leaving voids. This would not happen if the compatibility was 
better. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.26 Transmission electron micrograph of PP/MMT/15ref hybrid 
 
 
 
In Figure 3.27, micrographs of the PP/MMT/15hyd hybrid are shown. As it can be seen in 
Figure 3.27 left the clays agglomerates of different sizes are also present in this material. 
Moreover, in Figure 3.27 right another example of clay agglomerates around a void left by a 
fibre is observed. In the case of hybrids containing hydrolysed cellulose fibres, this effect is 
even more remarkable. This could be the reason for the lower mechanical properties of 
PP/MMT/hydrolysed pulp compared to those of PP/MMT/reference pulp. The strong 
interaction between the clays and the hydrolysed fibres could lead to a worse transfer of the 
mechanical stresses between the fibres and the matrix. 
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Figure 3.27 Transmission electron micrographs of PP/MMT/15hyd hybrid 
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44  CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONNSS  
 
 
The addition of natural fibres to the polymeric matrix affects substantially the 
properties of the resulting composite material. The melting and crystallization behaviour, 
the thermo-oxidative stability and the mechanical properties are affected by the introduction 
of fibres. 
 
Surface modification of the fibres was proven to have a beneficial effect on the 
interaction fibre-matrix. This leads to enhanced mechanical properties, and in some cases to 
improvement in thermo-oxidative behaviour. Modification with PPgMA resulted in the most 
suitable method for up scaling, as it combines simplicity with desirable results. 
 
The water absorption in PP/natural fibre composite materials can be modelled using 
Fick’s law. The values of the diffusion coefficient are affected by external factors such as 
fibre loading, temperature and type of fibre and matrix. The dependence of the diffusion 
coefficient on temperature can be represented by an Arrhenius-type relationship. Composites 
with PP/EVA matrices show lower diffusion coefficient values than their respective PP 
composites counterparts.  
 
Water absorption causes important changes in the morphology of the composites. For 
example: (a) the swelling and degradation of the fibres, (b) alters the configuration of the 
matrix, and (c) reduces the compatibilisation between fibres and matrix. The mechanical 
properties are drastically reduced after hydrothermal ageing.  
 
Post industrial PP, PP/EVA, shows favourable performance as a matrix for reinforced 
composites. Natural fibre-PP/EVA composites showed better performance regarding 
hydrothermal ageing and water diffusion, as seen in the diffusion studies. This finding may 
provide evidence of the probable effect of EVA as coupling agent, with the improvement of 
the compatibilisation between fibres and matrix. 
 
HS-SPME-GC-MS was shown to be a good method for extraction and subsequent 
detection and identification of low molecular weight, possibly odorous, compounds in 
biocomposites. Carboxylic acids together with some phenolic compounds are believed to be 
responsible, either by themselves or by their combination, for the odours. Compounds that 
could be harmful for the human health were not among the compounds identified. 
 
A reduced fibre structure results on the enhancement of mechanical properties. 
Hydrolysed pulp fibres contribute to a dramatic mechanical enhancement of PP. This could be 
to the fact that minor fibre structures obtained by hydrolysis have a more efficient reinforcing 
effect. 
 
Cellulose fibres combined with Montmorillonite clays may be used as reinforcing for PP. 
Cellulose fibres and Montmorillonite clays present a strong interaction between them which 
makes them very interesting for using as reinforcement in PP. Mechanical properties of 
PP/MMT/pulp fibres have been proved to be satisfactory. 
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